Chatbot Framework Integration

Thesis topic

Chatbots are programs that a user can interact with through a (semi) natural language interface. There are a wide variety of chatbots that can help you with carrying out tasks of varying complexity and help you connect different kinds of apps and systems in new and useful ways.

The Briteback messaging app today integrates with several task-management systems, such as Pipedrive and Trello. This means that messages in Briteback easily can be converted to tasks. Users can also subscribe to changes in these systems and then get notified in Briteback when something changes (e.g. a new task is created).

Integrating Briteback with a chatbot framework has the potential of becoming even more useful and allow users access to a wide variety of bots, at once.

The project consists of three main steps:

• Chatbot framework analysis – which platform is the best integration candidate (check out message.io, etc.)?
• Integration interface design
• Integrate Briteback with the selected chatbot framework API

The successful applicant will be working from the Briteback main office in central Norrköping.

How to apply

Send your resume, application letter and links to relevant GitHub repositories to David Erenger, CTO at david.erenger@briteback.com.

About Briteback

Briteback is a Swedish high-growth company providing custom enterprise messaging solutions to medium-to-large enterprises. Briteback is located in Norrköping, Sweden, and New York, USA.

briteback.com